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July 30, 2015 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
 
This letter is to give Paint Perfect a very high recommendation as a commercial painting company. 
 
Dow Jones in Chicopee hired Paint Perfect to paint several offices, conference rooms and hallways in two different 
buildings, from Dec. 2014-April 2015.  We instructed them to use four different colors in several areas and according to 
our deadlines.  However, there were times when we had to postpone painting, change plans, add rooms due to several 
factors like wiring, moving, rug installations, etc. and Paint Perfect always accommodated our change requests without 
hesitation. 
 
Whenever there was a question about the project, the foreman would always ask before proceeding.  The foreman would 
also touch base at the beginning and end of each day to inform me of the plans for the day, and the progress made at the 
end of each day.  They also always kept their work areas neat and clean.  At the end of each day, they would either take 
their supplies with them or store them in an area designated by us so that it would not be an eyesore or interfere with any 
of our operations.  They also did not clean their supplies in using our facilities which was also appreciated. 
 
Paint Perfect was professional every step of the way: from the initial meeting with Will McCarthy to their high-quality, 
meticulous work.  One of the most impressive jobs they did was to complete painting in one weekend an extremely large 
office that seats over 30+ employees.  Accomplishing this task allowed us to proceed with our project much ahead of 
schedule. 
 
Overall, each area they painted was completed in a timely manner and with true professionalism.  Their price was very 
fair and competitive, they used quality products and even recommended paints that would save us money. 
 
Dow Jones would happily rehire Paint Perfect should the need arise again in the future. 
 
 
 
Regards, 
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